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MORE PROPERTIES INHERITED BY
THE  LOWER  RADICAL

R. F. ROSSA1

Abstract. Various properties possessed by a class M of not

necessarily associative rings are inherited by the lower radical LM,

including heredity to one-sided ideals or subrings, failure to contain

nonzero noetherian rings and, in the associative case, failure to

contain nonzero artinian rings.

Let W be a universal class of (not necessarily associative) rings, that is,

a class with the property that subrings and homomorphic images of rings

in W are again in W. A class of rings is said to be hereditary if every ideal

of each ring in the class is also in the class. Let Mç W; several construc-

tions have been given for the Kurosh lower radical class LM determined in

PF by M. In [3], Leavitt and Hoffman used the construction of Anderson,

Divinsky and Suliñski [2] to prove that if M is hereditary, then LM is also

hereditary. In this paper we employ the construction of Tangeman and

Kreiling [4] to show that certain properties which may be possessed by M

are inherited by LM. This construction may be described briefly as follows.

Let Mx be the homomorphic closure of M. If ß> 1 is not a limit ordinal,

admit a ring R to Mß if and only if there exists an ideal / of R such that /

and RjI are both in Mß_x. If ß is a limit ordinal, let ReMß iffR is the union

of a chain {L/.yeT} of ideals of R contained in l)tt<ß AF,. Then LM=
U Mß. Each of the classes Mß is homomorphically closed [4, Lemma 2].

For the proof of Theorem 4 we require the following characterization of

radical classes due to Amitsur.

Theorem 1 [1]. The class F£ W7 is a radical class if and only if it

satisfies the following three conditions.

(1) P is homomorphically closed.

(2) P is extension closed, i.e., if I and R/I are P-rings, then R is also a

P-ring.

(3) If{Iy : yeT} is a chain ofP-ideals ofReW, then U, Iy is a P-ideal of R.
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A class M of rings will be said to be right hereditary if every right ideal

of each ring in M is also in M; left and subring heredity are defined

analogously. Tangeman and Kreiling using their construction gave a new

proof that heredity in M implies heredity in LM. With slight modifications

in their proof [4, Theorem 3] it is easy to obtain the following.

Theorem 2.   If M is right [left, subring] hereditary, then LM is also.

This result leads to a construction for a smallest right hereditary radical

class in IF containing a given class M. Let GX=M and, for «^2, Gn=

{ReW:R is a right ideal of some ring in Gn_J. Let G(M)=\J Gn.

Theorem 3. LG(M) is the unique minimal right hereditary radical class

containing M.

Proof. G(M) is clearly right hereditary so that LG(M) is right heredi-

tary by Theorem 2. If P is any right hereditary class in W containing M,

then P must contain G(M) ; if, moreover, P is radical, then P must contain

LG(M) as well by the minimality of the lower radical.

Theorem 4. Let MçzWbe a homomorphically closed class such that

the center of every ring in M is contained in a subring hereditary radical

subclass P of the class of commutative rings. Then the center of every ring in

LM is contained in P.

Proof. For each ring R, we let Z(R) denote the center of R. We have

assumed that every ring in MX = M has center in P. Thus suppose ß> 1 and

that Z(R)eP for each Re[J1<ß Ma. Let ReMß. If ß is a limit ordinal then

7? is the union of a chain 7y of its ideals contained in Uo«^ Ma. Since

Z(R)c\Il^Z(lj) for each y and P is subring hereditary, Z(R)rM7eP for

all y. Thus Z(R)={J (Z(R)r\Iy)eP by Theorem 1. If on the other hand
ß— 1 exists, then R has an ideal / such that J, RjJeMß_i. Now

Z(R)l(Z(R)n>J)^(Z(R)+J)IJçZ(RlJ)eP and Z(R)r\JçZ(J)eP so that
both Z(R)¡Z(R)C\J and Z(R)nJeP. By Theorem 1, Z(R)eP.

Thus, for example, if every ring in M has zero center, then every ring

in LM has zero center. The class of rings with zero center is not homo-

morphically closed, so that the hypothesis that M be homomorphically

closed is essential in Theorem 4.

The next two results are concerned with classes of rings which lack one

or the other of the chain conditions on left ideals. Although associativity

is not required in Theorem 5, it appears to be essential in Theorem 6.

Theorem 5. Suppose M is a homomorphically closed class containing

no nonzero (left) noetherian rings. Then LM contains no nonzero noetherian

rings.
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Proof. Again we proceed by induction. Suppose ReMß is noetherian.

In the nonlimit ordinal case, if /, R'jJeMß_i, then RjJ is noetherian.

Hence R/J=0 so that F=/=0 by the inductive hypothesis. In the limit

ordinal case, if R=U /,., where {/,,} is a chain of ideals of R contained in

Ua<0 Mx, then {/,,} must have a maximal element /0, forcing R = /o=0.

Theorem 6. Suppose M is a homomorphically closed class of associative

rings containing no nonzero (left) artinian rings. Then LM contains no

nonzero artinian rings, where the lower radical is taken in the universal class

of associative rings.

Proof. Suppose ReMß is artinian. In the nonlimit ordinal case the

proof is the same as in Theorem 5. Thus let ß be a limit ordinal and let N

denote the nil radical of R. R is the union of a chain {/,.} of its ideals con-

tained in \J,<ß Mt. If R//VV0, we have R//V= U (Iy+N)/N where each

(Iy+N)jN^II(Iyr\N)e\J0l<ß Ma. This is impossible since every ideal of a

semisimple artinian ring is artinian. Thus R — N and it is well known that

the additive group of an artinian radical ring has the d.c.c. on subgroups.

Therefore F=0 since otherwise each / would have the d.c.c. on subgroups

and hence on ideals.

The following example, due to W. G. Leavitt (private communication)

shows that Theorem 6 does not hold for nonassociative rings in general.

Let R be the nonassociative algebra generated over the field Q of rational

numbers by the symbols xx, x2, • • • subject to the relations xix¡=x¡xi=xi

when i<j, x?+1=.x, for all / ̂  1, and x^—O. The ideals of R are the principal

ideals generated by xt, i ̂  1, so R is artinian. Note that no nonzero homo-

morphic image of Qxx is artinian. However, since each nonzero homo-

morphic image of R has an ideal isomorphic to Qxx, we have ReL{Qxx}.
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